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DRAMATIZE CLASSROOM SCIENCE

NEW STANSI STROBOSCOPE
Turn abstract principles into first-hand experiences with this portable white light stroboscope. Excellent for demonstrations with ripple tanks, vibrating strings, falling bodies, rotating devices and for observing wave phenomena. Can be used in fully lighted room. Flash range—200 to 4500 per minute. Two scale operation each with vernier adjustment, 0-100 dial scale. High intensity xenon flash tube. Gray enameled steel case with 6" polished aluminum reflector, jewel pilot light and carrying handle. Complete with instructions and suggested experiments.

No. 1812W ONLY $58.00

RADIATION DIFFUSION CLOUD CHAMBER
Low priced chamber complete with radioactive materials motivates student interest. Unit provides a spectacular demonstration of vapor trails left by alpha, beta, and gamma radiation. Visible tracks resulting from two radioactive sources are obtainable within minutes, persist for hours—even days. Complete unit except for dry ice supply—no clearing field or additional chemicals necessary. Sturdy plastic chamber 4" diameter, 2½" high with absorbent material on sides—clear plastic removable top. Two radioactive sources: Radium 226 for Beta rays and Strontium 90 for Alpha rays furnished.

No. 4165 ONLY $9.75

Prices F.O.B. Chicago
Order Today and Write for Free Catalog
STANSI SCIENTIFIC COMPANY
1231-41 North Honore Street Chicago, Illinois 60622

Kewaunee-Technical Furniture Company equipment is designed to "take it" for many years, with the proper top for the area involved . . . . . Tops that are "proven" by many years of use in laboratories throughout the Nation.
KTF equipment is flexible, practical, rugged . . . . and economical. There is a unit for every purpose and project.
Your neighboring school very likely has KTF equipment . . . . . There are over 300 installations of KTF equipment in secondary schools throughout the State of Iowa.
KTF has proven that equipment can be practical . . . . and still be attractive, and what's more, it stays that way.
Watch the next issue for our free planning service release.

J. S. LATTA AND SON
Cedar Falls, Iowa
Welch General Science Charts
Printed in Functional Color
Each Chart 29 x 42 Inches

40 CHARTS
More Than 800 Illustrations
WIDE RANGE OF CONTENT
is illustrated by such prime topics as—
Air     Light
Water   Color
Energy  Transportation
Machines Plants
Fuels   Animals
Automobiles Agriculture
Airplanes Physiology
Earth   Food
Heavens Health
Weather Conservation and
Sound   
Music   Atomic Power

Specifically Designed for
Junior High School Science
Eighth and Ninth Grade Science
Elementary Teachers' Science Courses

No. 1545

EACH CHART IS COATED WITH NON-GLARE PLASTIC FOR PROTECTION
(Can be cleaned with a damp cloth)
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR High School, Eighth and Ninth Grade
and Elementary Teachers' Science Courses.

No. 1545. General Science Charts, Set of 40, mounted in charthead with portable tripod
or No. 1545A with wall bracket mounting. Per Set $47.50
No. 1545B. General Science Charts, Set of 40, mounted in charthead with circular base
on rollers. Per Set $57.50

Write for Complete Literature
THE WELCH SCIENTIFIC COMPANY
Established 1880
1515 Sedgwick Street Dept. 1 Chicago 10, Ill., U.S.A.
Manufacturers of Scientific Instruments and Laboratory Apparatus